We consider a finite class of weighted quadratures with the weight function
Introduction
The differential equation 
There are four main sub-classes of distributions family () (and consequently, subsolutions of equation ()) whose explicit probability density functions are, respectively, as follows:
where K i ; i = , , ,  play the normalizing constant role. Clearly, the value of distribution vanishes at x =  in each of the above mentioned four cases, i.e., W (p, q, r, s; ) =  for s = .
As a special case of (), let us consider the values p = , q = , r = -a -b +  and s = -a corresponding to distribution () and replace them in equation () to get
By solving equation (), the polynomial solution of monic type is derived
According to [] , these polynomials are finitely orthogonal with respect to the second kind of beta weight function we have
(-) a = . Moreover, they satisfy a three-term recurrence relation
The orthogonality property () shows that the polynomialsS n (, , -a -b +, -a; x) are a suitable tool to finitely approximate the functions that satisfy the Dirichlet conditions
where
This means that the finite set {S i (, , -a -b + , -a; x)}  i= is a basis space for all polynomials of degree at most three, i.e., for
exact. This matter helps us to state the application of symmetric orthogonal polynomials () in weighted quadrature rules [-].
2 Application ofS n (1, 1, -2a -2b + 2, -2a; x) in quadrature rules
Consider the general form of a weighted quadrature 
It can be shown in ( 
Rather, one can directly use the relation
in whichP i (x) is the orthonormal polynomial of P i (x), i.e.,
Now, by noting that the symmetric polynomials () are finitely orthogonal with respect to the weight function W (x, a, b) = x -a ( + x  ) -b on the real line, we consider the following finite class of quadrature rules:
where x j are the roots of polynomialsS n (, , -a -b + , -a; x) and w j are calculated by
An important remark
The change of variable x = t -/ ( -t) / in the left-hand side of () first changes the interval (-∞, ∞) to [, ] such that we have
As the right-hand integral of () shows, the shifted Jacobi weight function ( -x) u x v has appeared for u = -a -/ and v = a + b -/. Hence, the shifted Gauss-Jacobi quadrature http://www.journalofinequalitiesandapplications.com/content/2013/1/157 rule [, ] with the special parameters u = -a -/ and v = a + b -/ can also be applied for estimating (). This procedure eventually changes () into the form
are the zeros of shifted Jacobi polynomials P
. But, there is the main problem for the formula (). From (), it is generally known that the residue of quadrature rules depends on f (n) (ξ ); α < ξ < β. Therefore, by noting (),
we should have
where ϕ i are real functions to be computed and f (i) , i = , , , . . . , n are the successive derivatives of the function f . On the other hand, the function f cannot be in the form of an arbitrary polynomial in order that the right-hand side of () becomes zero. In other words, the formula () cannot be exact for all elements of the basis f (x) = x j ; j = , , , . . . , n -. This is the main disadvantage of using (), which shows the importance of the polynomials () in estimating a class of weighted quadrature rules [] . The following examples clarify this remark.
Example  Consider the two-point quadrature formula
in which a + b ≥ /, a < /, b >  and (-) a = . According to the explained comments, () must be exact for all elements of the basis f (x) = {, x, x  , x  } if and only if x  , x  are two roots ofS  (, , -a -b + , -a; x). As a particular sample, let us take a =  and b = . Then () is reduced to
in which √ / and -√ / are zeros ofS  (, , -, ; x) and w  , w  are computed by solving the linear system
After deriving w  , w  in (), the complete form of () would be where
Relation () shows that it is exact for any arbitrary polynomial of degree at most three.
Example  To have a three-point formula of type (), first we should note that the conditions a + b ≥ /, a < /, b >  and (-) a =  must be satisfied. For instance, if a = - and b = , then after some computations, the related formula takes the form
and
Example  To derive a four-point formula of type (), first the conditions a + b ≥ /, a < /, b >  and (-) a =  must be satisfied. For example, if a =  and b = , then
This formula is exact for all elements of the basis f (x) = x j ; j = , , , . . . ,  and its nodes are the roots ofS  (, , -, ;
Tables - show some numerical examples related to three given examples. 
